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ForgeRock Autonomous Access
QuickStart Services
Achieve rapid results with your AI-driven
threat prevention solution

Key Benefits

Driving Your “Go-Live” Success
Organizations always have expectations of new technology
solutions. In most cases, they want them to help drive
revenue, reduce costs, improve efficiency, or enhance
security…or some combination of the above.
The challenge is that brand-new solutions come with a
learning curve, and your organization’s internal resources
are finite. Too often, the initial results of a new technology
implementation fall short of expectations.
Rather than DIY the project in-house, you can achieve
better results by engaging your technology vendor. You can
utilize their expertise to jumpstart the solution to operate
in your unique environment. This way, you can ensure the
goals and metrics you have in mind at the beginning of the
project will be realized on your timeline.
ForgeRock Autonomous Access QuickStart Services are
pre-packaged engagements designed to help you get the
most out of your Autonomous Access solution.
They include a package of high-touch, pre-planned
activities between your team and ForgeRock that focus on
implementation, baseline configuration, model tuning,
and confirmation that the Autonomous Access solution
is meeting your expectations. You’ll come out of the
engagement with a solution that does what you want it
to do from the moment you turn it on.

Achieve Predictable Outcomes
Rapidly reach the metrics you set out
to accomplish and shorten time-tovalue (TTV) of your new technology
investment

Improve Day-One Experience
Demonstrate tangible results, such as
cost savings, risk-reduction, improved
experience, and stronger security,
from the start

Gain Team Skills
Expand your team’s capabilities
with knowledge and skills developed
during the QuickStart service
time period.

Features
Mission Focused

Demonstrable Success

Ease the burden of rollout with
carefully planned and choreographed
activities.

Reduce project rollout risk by seeing
how the solution works in your
environment before it goes live.

Implementation by Design

Documentation and Enablement

Focus your technical and business
goals — and how the Autonomous Access
solution should work in your unique
environment.

Work alongside ForgeRock subjectmatter experts to document all aspects
of the deployment and equip your team
for future success.

AI-Driven Access Done Right
ForgeRock Autonomous Access employs artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) techniques to optimize
or make decisions related to user access. While the solution bundles all this under the covers, setting it up correctly
to work in your environment is what QuickStart focuses on.

Autonomous Access QuickStart Service includes
(sample activities):

•

Engagement preparation

•

Business and technical overview

•

Integration and configuration of Autonomous Access nodes

•

Engagement summary report

•

AI/ML model tuning and risk sessions

Additional ForgeRock Professional Services can be individually quoted to meet your needs and timelines.

To learn more about this support offering, visit www.forgerock.com/quickstart/autonomous-access
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ForgeRock® (NYSE: FORG) is a global digital identity leader helping people simply and safely access the connected world. The ForgeRock
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